Dream – Your growth is for the Body
Dream: I am in a war, in "our camp", I see enemy soldiers sneaking in, no one else
sees them. A few people are standing around a table in a field, on the other side of the
table is a screen. An enemy is hiding behind screen and has a rifle pointed through
screen to attack. I go on my back on ground and grab rifle, we struggle but I manage
to turn riffle around and shoot enemy in the stomach. He is taken to hospital and I
chase behind in a car. In the parking lot of the hospital lays a big rifle, I jump out,
leave my smaller rifle, grab the big rifle, get back in the car and head back to battle
field. I realise I could abandon my people and just flee, but I decide to rather go around
the battle field and attack the enemy from behind, surprising them.
Interpretation: In the “battle” we get trained up by the Holy Spirit, He gives us
discernment and teaches us how to overpower and defeat the enemy in His strength.
All of this is to strengthen us and grow us to be useful to the Body of Christ. The
anointing, the strength, the growth, the new levels of authority, all of it must be used
to serve the Christ and His Bride. If we choose to “runaway” from that, to be loners
looking out for only ourselves, God will still love us and grow us and change us to
become who we must be in time, but not nearly as much as if we embrace His Church
and the work He has for us in it. And if you focus on His battles, He will teach you new
things, and use you in ways you never thought possible. This is HisStory and we as
Christians are there to be part of His Body, do not run from it my friends, embrace it.
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